CALIFORNIA – SOUTH LAKE TAHOE

Lake Tahoe is a place with enough around-the-clock awesomeness to keep you playing all day and partying all night, all on the shore of the largest alpine lake in North America – Lake Tahoe. With its clear water surrounded by the majestic Sierra Nevada, jaw-dropping vistas, stately groves of pines, and ludicrously gorgeous sunsets, Lake Tahoe is an alpine paradise.

WEATHER

CITIES & AIRPORTS

Closest international airport: Reno-Tahoe International Airport (RNO)
About 1.5 hours from Reno, Nevada
About 2 hours from Sacramento, California
About 3.5 hours from San Francisco, California

COMMUNITY GROUPS & RESOURCES

None

THINGS TO DO & CULTURAL EVENTS

- Take a picture of being in two states at the same time! The town is at the border of California and Nevada.
- Swim in the lake and visit the many beaches around the lake
- Go hiking or camping
- Ride the bike path, and if you are brave enough, bike around the whole lake!
- Ride the trolley to Emerald Bay and hike down to the Vikings Home
- Attend one of the free concerts on the beach.
PROS & CONS

**PRO:** The outdoor opportunities are endless. Great weather, sunny almost every day! Great community! Beautiful place.

**CON:** Housing can be expensive if participants don’t book it in advance. The transportation is good but limited. Pax must look for housing close to highway 50, in order to have access to the bus.

HOT TIPS

There is not much night life if you are not at least 21 years old. The Casinos offer a lot of the night life opportunity and they need to be 21+ to attend.

MAP OF THE AREA

[Map of the area](http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map/USA/california_map.htm)